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Overall comments



Make solutions CLEAR
The solution is not a style contest, but making your results CLEAR to the reader
is important, and please do not put in any code! For the exam, we get the code
anyway.



Give rationale, not story
You should for every solution give your 
rationale/explanation, and make sure 
that you quantify your answers.

Do NOT derive or write basic equations, 
e.g. it is enough to state that “I use a 
weighted average”.

Do NOT give a (long) story. To some 
extend, much of science is often to give 
the short and concise answer.

Do NOT include any code, and if you 
do, it better be short and very well 
reasoned.

Do NOT repeat the problem, but rather 
start on your answer (“3.1.1 Using x…”).



Continuous models
The planet case is NOT “small statistics”. This only goes for counting statistics,
e.g. in histograms, when bins with small statistics do not have Gaussian errors.

Careful when drawing your models/functions… they should be continuous.

But admittedly, I had a hard time finding bad figures… you should be proud!



Various remarks
In problem 3 (MC simulation), some solutions fail to calculate mean and STD!

If you do a Fisher transformation, please include either a histogram of the 
distributions projected on the new Fisher axes, or a value for the separation 
you achieved (and preferably both). Better than just a ROC curve.

Everytime when you calculate a weighted mean: include both the value of the 
mean and its uncertainty, and also include the chi2 value and probability to 
check if you're actually allowed to combine the data in a weighted mean!

For readability and happy TAs (and censors!) it would be great if they could 
mark (for example with bold font or colour) what their final answer is.



Various remarks
An example of a (favourite) solution to question 2.1 (about the Hubble tension), 
is the following solution. Not because it has the most pretty figures (it has 
none), but just because this took 2 seconds to look and to realise it was correct. 
Efficiently transferring information is great.



The solutions



Problem 1.1



Problem 1.2



Problem 1.2

Problem inspired by the movie “Fight Club”



Problem 2.1
The problem originates from the “Hubble tension”, which have been a classic
problem in many fields of science…  two methods yield different results!
Typically, the outcome is either improved understanding or discovery of
something completely new.



Problem 2.1



Problem 2.2

Notice, that this is what I was asking for, when I wanted you to state the 
influence of each input measurement in the Project…



Problem 2.2
Checking if error propagation result is Gaussian…



Problem 2.2
Most of you got the below expression for the uncertainty on q0.

Looking at it at first, it seems minimal when d=0.

The thing to realise is, that F changes with distance, so this needs to be substituted
into the equation!



Problem 2.2



Problem 2.2
Great approach - both analytic and numerical - but,
alas… the results don’t match (nor the correct value!) 



Problem 2.3



Problem 2.3



Problem 2.3
A double Gaussian does a good job… and this is actually, what I produced the
data with! The original data looks very much like this data, but does not have
any negative values, and fit the single Gaussian well (not what I wanted!). 
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Problem 2.3
Skewed normal distribution:



Problem 2.3
KS-test to what degree the distribution fitted the data:



Problem 3.1

The transformation method works, you may think???



Problem 3.1



Problem 3.1



Problem 3.1

Not an “exact” problem,
but these are usually the best!



Problem 4.1



Problem 4.1
The ROC curve shows, that l is better than T, even if the “sigma distance” is
better for T. Due to large tail…



Problem 4.1
With some surplus time, 
ML was tried.

Fun to see, that the good 
old Fisher was still the 
better method.



Fisher Illustrated…



Problem 5.1
The uncertainties are way too large, as is revealed by the extremely low Chi2
value, and the associated “too” high p-value.



Problem 5.1

The number of decimals given here is “a little excessive” :-)
The Wikipedia answer for M(sun) has no error (probably because it is very small).



Problem 5.1
The additional freedoms do not improve the fit, but simply shows to what
degree Kepler’s formula is correct.



Problem 5.2
However you try to fit, it doesn’t help you. Also, the LLH fit is hard to evaluate!



Problem 5.2
This was a surprise for you… and me!

I would have thought, that you would take those above/below, and compare 
them with a Kolmogorov-Smirnof test, but hardly anybody did this!



Problem 5.2
Several things to comment on:
Do you want to use RMS or error on mean, when testing if there is a dependency?
And how about the low stat. bins at high E?

But clearly all three variables have an impact, and things should improve with each
corrections.



Problem 5.2



“Doing statistic problems during the entire night is like partying.
  You can't stop yourself, but the next day you feel miserably…”

[End of a 42 page exam solution in 2018] 



Some statistics
From last year!



Number of pages in solution
Entries  127

Mean   0.6316±  16.36 

RMS    0.4466±   7.09 
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Size of PDF file

Entries  127
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Teacher-Censor difference
Entries  73
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ProblemSet-Exam correlation
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Teacher-Censor correlation
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Comment on code sharing!
To cross check, we run Moss (Measure Of Software Similarity) 
on your code, which is an automatic system for determining the 
similarity of programs (e.g. detecting plagiarism in programs).

Don’t worry - nothing suspicious was found. Thank you!
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Your results….



Individual problem scores
Only problem with an average score below 
50% of the possible was the (devious) 2.2.3.



Score distribution
The score distribution is very much as expected. The peak at 0 is from the 24 not
following the course for credit. The average of the 140 students  with a non-zero
score is 72.0.
Be reminded, that all scores are relative. Final scale is yet to be set (by the censors!).


